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DISCOVERY SCHOOL  11TH CHEMISTRY                                               Ch. 10 The Mole Launch Lab 

Chapter 10  The Mole 

Launch Lab: How much is the mole? 

Purpose: Develop a mental picture of the size of a mole 

Pre-Lab: 

 Scientific Notation 

 Metric units 

 Light year – distance traveled by light in one year in a vacuum 

 Speed of light – 3.00 x 108 m/s 

 

1. Calculate the actual distance traveled by light in one year. 

2. Convert the distance of one light year in meter to the distance in miles.  The 

conversion factor is 9.61 x 103 m/mi. 

3. Compare the miles traveled by light in one year to the distance across the United 

States (3000 mi) or the circumference of Earth (25, 000 mi). 

Procedure: 

1. Read the lab completely. 

2. Select an item to measure, such as a paper clip, gum drop, jelly bean, coin, etc. from 

the choice proved by your teacher. 

3. Use a ruler to measure the length of your item to nearest 0.1 cm. 

Analysis: 

1. Calculate If a mole is 6.02 x 1023 items, how far will a mole of your item, placed end to 

end lengthwise, extend into space?  Express your answer in meters. 

2. Calculate Convert the distance in Question 1 to light years (ly). (1 ly = 9.46 x 1015 m) 

3. Compare the distance you calculated in Question 2 with these astronomical 

distances: 

a. distance to the nearest star (other than the Sun)= 4.3 ly 

b. distance to the center of our galaxy = 30,000 ly 

c. distance to nearest galaxy = 2 x 106 ly 

Inquiry: Compare your item to another used by one of your classmates.  Would a mole of 

your item have the same mass as a mole of the other item?  Design an investigation if there is 

a relationship between mass and moles. 


